Doig family mementoes archival box

brown ration book holder, w/ "WAR RATION BOOK FOUR" books of coupons for me (by way of signature by Berneta) and Dad. (Fern's is also in the holder)
Heart Earth

look over Tom Lea's *The Wonderful Country* for the rightness of details that build a sense of place.
Montana license plates: identifiable counties by number prefix, so at Mesa, Ariz. "Montana picnic" people call the parked cars to see if anyone from near home.

- do a sorting 7 #s - 49 - Linniglow; 2 - 67 - etc.
candles (of icicles up from the ground?)
train a hat
noon hour laziness after meal and nap; reluctance to get up and go back to work. Lunches in the field: sometimes cold fried chicken, potato salad, kool-aid
the ice thinning down to lace patterns, then water.

--use w/ Faulkner Creek trapping scene?
spit bath